CONGRATS TO OUR NKBCI FELLOWS
Mentorship is not about creating replicas of who you are. On the contrary, it is about recognizing that there is strength in diversity, and in creating space for people to thrive.”

Ali Taher earns the EHA Education and Mentoring Award 2022

Professor of Medicine and the Director of the Naef K. Basile Cancer Institute (NKBCI) at the American University of Beirut Medical Center (AUBMC) Ali Taher has been announced as this year’s winner of the European Hematology Association (EHA) Education and Mentoring Award 2022. Being given to a non-European, this award truly shows that science and education has no geographical boundaries and recognizes Professor Taher’s outstanding efforts towards educating and mentoring hematologists worldwide.

Professor Taher is highly recognized for his pioneering work in benign hemoglobinopathies, in particular the prevention and management of thalassemia patients. His major contribution to benign hematology is not only reflected by his extensive publication record, but also by a high number of awards for his contribution to research and education. For many years Professor Taher has been actively involved in education and mentoring. He has always shared his broad knowledge with young colleagues and became a highly valuable mentor for many young physicians.
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Graduation of NKBCI fellows

The NKBCI family celebrated the graduation of its two fellows, Dr. Ghid Amhaz and Dr. Firas Kreidieh. Dr. Naji El-Saghir even joined the dinner virtually from the U.S to wish the graduates best of luck in their new endeavors.

Dr. Ghid Amhaz was accepted for oncology training at Knappschafts krankenhaus in Germany, and Dr. Firas Kreidieh was accepted for an advanced fellowship in melanoma and skin cancers at MD Anderson Cancer Center. Kudos on your hard work DOCTORS!
King Hussein Cancer Center signs MoU with the American University of Beirut Medical Center

Under the patronage of HRH Princess Ghida Talal, chair of the King Hussein Cancer Foundation and King Hussein Cancer Center (KHCC), a Memorandum of Understanding was signed to renew the agreement between King Hussein Cancer Center and the American University of Beirut Medical Center (AUBMC), with the aim of bolstering joint efforts in cancer care and clinical research. The agreement was signed on 21 April, 2022 by Dr. Asem Mansour, KHCC’s CEO, and Professor Ali Taher, Director of Naef K. Basile Cancer Institute.

The Memorandum reiterated the goal of strengthening joint efforts between KHCC and AUBMC in scientific research and in fighting cancer in the region. It also stipulated the establishment of a joint experience exchange program for medical personnel in cancer care and clinical research, enhancing communication for complex medical cases, and providing opportunities for doctors and specialists to participate in joint conferences.

Read the full story here: https://aubmc.org.lb/Pages/KHCC-signs-MoU-with-AUBMC.aspx
UICC features NKBCI in the World Cancer Day Impact Report and invites it to join 2023 Advisory Group

The World Cancer Day (WCD) Impact report showcased various campaigns NKBCI held for that occasion; it highlighted the Cancer Prevention and Control Program (CPCP) online awareness sessions, #CloseTheCareGap videos on equity in cancer care, and quiz event called “DTS Cancer IN-QUIZ-ITION”. The report also highlighted the Institute’s lighting ceremony at the Saab Medical Library and the Cancer Support Fund’s national stand event for adult cancer patients, under the patronage of Prime Minister Najib Mikati.

As such the UICC extended an invitation to Dr. Rihab Nasr, Director of CPCP at NKBCI, to join the WCD Advisory Group for the 2023 campaign as a representative of NKBCI. The Advisory Group is a valuable sounding board for UICC’s World Cancer Day campaign. It brings together a diverse group of health and communications experts from the UICC membership whose input, feedback, insight and support helps to ensure WCD continues to be an inclusive and meaningful platform for everyone, everywhere.

Lebanon

On the occasion of World Cancer Day and under the patronage of Prime Minister Najib Mikati, the Cancer Support Fund at AUBMC held a National Stand for Adult Cancer Patients event to raise awareness and pledge to assist and support cancer patients. The event took place on 4 February and was attended by Prime Minister Mikati, Minister of Health Firass Abiad, Minister of Industry George Boujikian and Minister of Environment Nasser Yassin, among other dignitaries.
Dr. Ali Shamseddine awarded the Faculty Certificate

As a sign of appreciation for his constant contribution to activities organized by the European School of Oncology, Dr. Ali Shamseddine was awarded the title of Faculty Member of the European School of Oncology for the year 2022.

FACULTY CERTIFICATE

As a sign of appreciation for his constant contribution to activities organized by the European School of Oncology

Ali Shamseddine

has been awarded the title of Faculty member of the College of the European School of Oncology for the year 2022

N. Pavlidis
Dean of ESCO

Alexandru Eniu
Chair of ESCO
Establishing the Neuro-Oncology Program at NKBCI

This year NKBCI dedicated several social media posts to raise awareness on Brain Tumour diagnosis and treatment. This comes in line with the Institute’s intent to establish a Neuro-Oncology Program considering the increased numbers of patients presenting to NKBCI with CNS and Brain tumors from Lebanon and the MENA region.

This Program is planned as a multi-disciplinary one that meets patient care purposes through state-of-the-art techniques recognizing the particular needs of neurological related cancers; research purposes including investigations on imaging and cell-markers for early detection of brain cancers and on whole-genome analysis of gliomas; and education purposes through the yearly MiddleEast conference in affiliation with the most renowned universities in Brain tumours- Heidelberg university, Dana Fabre Cancer Institute as well as Brigham Health. The Program will be led by Dr. Hazem Assi supported by a team of multi-disciplinary subspecialties.
Support is an act with numerous aspects

Faced with daily struggles, our community needs so much care and continuous encouragement! As a gesture of support, the Cancer Support Fund (CSF) in collaboration with ALAM Suisse Foundation gathered food parcels and distributed them to adult cancer patients to relieve yet another chore they must take care of. Parcels were also distributed to hematology oncology healthcare workers at NKBCI as an appreciation of their unparalleled care and for always being there to serve patients. CSF is so grateful for ALAM Foundation’s generosity and for the great work they are doing to support all the Lebanese population.
Football Tournament

On June 6, the Lebanese Oncology Interest Group (LOIG) organised “Tackle the Cancer Football Tournament” at AUB’s Hostler courts, to raise money for underprivileged adult cancer patients! Congrats to “High Yield” team for winning the tournament, and props to them for donating their winning prize to help cancer patients.
"كان سراً" Book Signature

“Every secret of a writer’s soul, every experience of his life, every quality of his mind is written large in his works” A quote by Virginia Woolf that matches the “كان سراً” written by Maysaa Sharif.

Maysaa Sharif signed her book in a ceremony held on June 14; 25% of whose proceeds went to support adult cancer patients in need through the Cancer Support Fund-AUBMC. In her book, Sharif, a previous patient at NKBCI, builds on her personal journey fighting cancer, speaking to those who are passing through similar challenging situations. Sharif dedicates this book to her son, hoping it would be a letter addressed to him for inspiration in the future.
Heartfelt Thank You for Medications Donations

**People to People Aid NGO donation**
Another donation from People to People Aid NGO to help underprivileged cancer patients. The Cancer Support Fund can only share the gratitude that its patients feel when they find their medications.

**American Woman Club donation**
Special thanks to the American Woman Club on their genuine support to help the Lebanese community for more than 70 years now. The Cancer Support Fund is glad to receive its share from this continuous aid through medications donations to cancer patients.
“THE STRONGEST PEOPLE ARE NOT THOSE WHO SHOW STRENGTH IN FRONT OF US BUT THOSE WHO WIN BATTLES WE KNOW NOTHING ABOUT.”

WHERE HOPE GROWS
SCIENTIFIC EVENTS
Best of ASCO Lebanon 2022: A Great Educational Scientific Annual Event

Under licensure from the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO), the American University of Beirut Medical Center (AUBMC), in collaboration with the Lebanese Society of Medical Oncology (LSMO), Arab Medical Association Against Cancer (AMAAC), and Emirates Oncology Society (EOS), held the 17th annual Best of ASCO Lebanon meeting in Beirut, on July 7-8, 2022, in a virtual format. This year’s conference got also endorsed by the newly appointed President of the Lebanese Order of Physicians, Dr. Youssef Bakhash.

Dr. Naji El-Saghir chaired the conference, while leaders from collaborating institutions addressed their opening words in the launching ceremony. Best of ASCO Lebanon included world-renowned speakers from the U.S., Europe, Arab countries, and Lebanon, in addition to presenters from Chicago Annual Meeting, and showcased the most important abstracts presented in Chicago at the ASCO Annual Meeting in June 2022. The meeting was attended by 309 attendees from all over the world and was a great opportunity for physicians to discuss the most significant and practice changing research presentations in all aspects and subspecialties of oncology.

The Raouche Pigeon Twin Rocks, Beirut’s most famous natural beauty landmarks, was again used on the announcement cover, inviting friends and colleagues from around the globe.
The 4th Middle East Lung Cancer Congress

The American University of Beirut Faculty of Medicine in collaboration with Naef K. Basile Cancer Institute, organized the 4th Middle East Lung Cancer Congress on June 17 and 18, given in a virtual format. The conference observed a special participation from the Minister of Public Health- Dr. Firas Abiad who gave an opening word, endorsing the No Tobacco Strategy and implementation of the Tobacco Control law.

The Fourth Middle East Lung Cancer Congress was a platform that discussed recent advances in understanding the pathophysiology of lung cancer. It aimed to enhance multidisciplinary collaboration between various specialties involved in the care of lung cancer patients.

This congress targeted medical oncologists, radiation oncologists, surgeons, radiologists, pathologists, pulmonologists, residents, fellows, nurses, and medical students. Sessions complied with the Lebanese Order of Physicians’ Continuing Medical Education guidelines, Order of Pharmacists in Lebanon’s Continuing Pharmacy Education guidelines, and American Nursing Credentialing Center’s Continuing Nursing Education guidelines.
The Cancer Control: Eastern Mediterranean Region Special Report

The Eastern Mediterranean NCD Alliance published The Cancer Control: Eastern Mediterranean Region Special Report, which drew on the expertise and knowledge of more than 60 contributors, most from within the region, to analyze cancer issues at first hand, what is being done to overcome them, and future directions. Dr. Ali Shamseddine and Ms. Maya Charafeddine from NKBCI made a contribution to three chapters of this report entitled “Cancer prevention: Modifiable risk factors” (chapter 2), “Cancer prevention: Infection and environment as risk factors” (chapter 3) and “Cancer prevention: Infection and environment as risk factors” (chapter 9).

Cancer surveillance in the Eastern Mediterranean Region

Salah A Alessy, Assistant Professor, Public Health Department, College of Health Sciences, Saudi Electronic University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; Ariana Znaor, Scientist, Section of Cancer Surveillance/Hub Officer, International Agency for Research on Cancer, Lyon, France; Ze Shen, MPH candidate, University of Southern California, USA; Ali Al Zahrani, Principal Clinical Scientist and Senior Consultant, Gulf Centre for Cancer Control and Prevention, King Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research Centre, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; Ali Shamseddine, Professor of Clinical Medicine and Director of Gastrointestinal/Geriatric Cancer Program, Basle Cancer Institution, American University of Beirut, Lebanon; Heba Fouad, Regional Surveillance Officer, NCD Surveillance Unit, WHO EMRO, Cairo, Egypt; Kazem Zendehdel, Professor of Cancer Epidemiology, Cancer Research Center, Cancer Institute, Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran; Sultan Esen, Professor of Public Health, Bolu Abdi University, Medical Faculty and International Agency for Research on Cancer/Global Initiative for Cancer Registry, IEMRO, Turkey; Zahi Abdul-Sater, Programme Division Manager, Conflict Medicine Programme Coordinator, Global Health Institute, American University of Beirut (AUB), Lebanon; Jawad Al-Lawzi, Senior Consultant in Public Health, Directorate General of Primary Health Care, Ministry of Health, Muscat, Oman; and ibnul Fadhl, Chir, Eastern Mediterranean NCD Alliance, Kuwait City, Kuwait.

Cancer prevention: Infection and environment as risk factors

Ali Al Zahrani, Principal Clinical Scientist and Senior Consultant, Gulf Centre for Cancer Control and Prevention, King Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research Centre, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; Ali Shamseddine, Professor of Clinical Medicine and Director, Gastrointestinal/Geriatric Cancer Program, Basle Cancer Institution, American University of Beirut, Lebanon; Partha Basu, Deputy Head, Early Detection, Prevention and Infections Branch, International Agency for Research on Cancer, Lyon, France; Randah Hamadeh, Professor of Community Medicine, Arabian Gulf University, Bahrain; Hikmat Abdel-Razeq, Deputy Director General, Chief Medical Officer and Professor, King Hussein Cancer Center, Jordan; Maya Charafeddine, American University of Beirut, Lebanon and Fatima Altahan, Director, Cancer Control Programme, Ministry of Health, Saudi Arabia.
IN THE NEWS

“NOT TO GIVE UP RATHER OVERCOME OBSTACLES WITH NEW RIGOUR”
Supporting Cancer Patients to Access Opioid Medications

Upon running out of Morphine medication in Lebanon, the Palliative and Supportive Care program at AUBMC-NKBCI headed by Dr. Rana Yamout partnered with the Cancer Support Fund at NKBCI, the Oncology department at LAU medical Center- Rizk Hospital, the Pain division at the Hospital Hotel Dieu de France, the Lebanese Society for the Study of Pain, Balsam- The Lebanese Center for Palliative Care in pursuit of raising accessibility barriers. The partners signed a letter addressed to the Lebanese Minister of Public Health, urging him to swiftly remove the subsidies on opioids despite the economic crisis that the country is going through. The letter explained that while people had been witnessing shortage in many medications, they were managing to secure them from nearby countries. However, opioids being part of the controlled substances in Lebanon, cannot be shipped without prior agreement between countries. In follow-up to this effort, audio-visual media magnified the cry of cancer patients joined by Dr. Naji el Saghir’s voice who echoed the unacceptability of running out of Morphine and leaving patients to endure pain on top of all other sufferings they pass through.

As a result, the Minister approved to lift the subsidy on several opioids.

To: Dr Firas Abiad,  
Minister of Public Health  
Beirut, Lebanon

June 17, 2022

Dear Dr. Abiad,

On behalf of the Palliative and Supportive Care Program at AUBMC, the Cancer Support Fund, the Oncology department at LAU medical Center- Rizk Hospital, the Pain division at the Hospital Hotel Dieu de France, The Lebanese Society for the Study of Pain, Balsam- The Lebanese Center for Palliative Care, we urge you to swiftly lift the subsidies on opioids despite the economic crisis that the country is going through.

Stop the genocide against Lebanese cancer patients  
#wewantcancer treatment  

Aبتها السلطة المجرمة  
أوقف الإبادة الجماعية  
حق مرضى السرطان  
أمنوا الدواء الآن
PUBLICATIONS
Publications: April - June 2022

Mantle cell lymphoma negative for t(11,14) involving the kidneys: a case report. Nassereldine H; Mohty R; Awada H; Abou Dalle I; El-Cheikh J; Bazarbachi A. J Med Case Rep. 2022 Jun 30

Augmented FLAMSA-Bu versus FlBu2 reduced-intensity conditioning in patients with active relapsed/refractory acute myeloid leukemia: an EBM analysis. Rodriguez-Arbolí E; Labopin M; Eder M; Brecht A; Blau I; Huynh A; Forcade E; Tischer J; Bethege W; Bondarenko S; Verbeek M; Bulabolos CE; Einsele H; Stölzel F; Savani B; Spyridonidis A; Bazarbachi A; Giebel S; Brissot E; Schmid C; Nagler A; Mohty M. Bone Marrow Transplant. 2022 Jun

The outcome of patients with Hodgkin lymphoma and early relapse after autologous stem cell transplant has improved in recent years. Bazarbachi A; Boumendil A; Finel H; Khwedelidze I; Romejko-Jarosinska J; Tanase A; Akhtar S; Ben Othman T; Ma’koseh M; Afanasyev B; Cheikh J; Briones J; Gülbas Z; Hamtladji RM; Elverdi T; Blaise D; Martinez C; Alma E; Halaburda K; Sousa AB; Glass B; Robinson S; Montoto S; Sureda A. Leukemia. 2022 May

High seroconversion rates amongst black and Hispanics with hematologic malignancies after SARS-CoV-2 vaccination. Shapiro LC; Thakkar A; Gali R; Gonzalez-Lugo JD; Bazarbachi AH; Rahman S; Pradhan K; Fehn K; Abreu M; Kornblum D; Gritsman K; Goldfinger M; Shastri A; Mantzaris I; Braunischweig I; Halmos B; Verma A; McCort M; Bachier-Rodriguez L; Sica RA. Leuk Lymphoma. 2022 May 20

Pharmacological Induction of Fetal Hemoglobin in β-Thalassemia and Sickle Cell Disease: An Updated Perspective. Bou-Fakhredin R; De Franceschi L; Motta I; Cappellini MD; Taher AT. Pharmaceuticals (Basel). 2022 Jun 16

Redox Balance in β-Thalassemia and Sickle Cell Disease: A Love and Hate Relationship. Bou-Fakhredin R; De Franceschi L; Motta I; Eid AA; Taher AT; Cappellini MD. Antioxidants (Basel). 2022 May 13

Deep venous thrombosis and pulmonary embolism after COVID-19 mRNA vaccination. Atoui A; Jarrah K; Al Mahmasani L; Bou-Fakhredin R; Taher AT. Ann Hematol. 2022 May

Clinical burden of hemophilia in older adults: Beyond bleeding risk. Hodroj MH; El Hasbani G; Al-Shamsi HO; Samaha H; Musallam KM; Taher AT. Blood Rev. 2022 May

Evaluation of Cardiotoxicity in HER-2-Positive Breast Cancer Patients Treated With Radiation Therapy and Trastuzumab. Bachir B;
Anouti S; Abi Jaoude J; Kayali M; Tfayli A; de Azambuja E; Poortmans P; Zeidan YH. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys. 2022 May 1
Talazoparib in BRCA-mutated advanced breast cancer: is earlier better? Boulos M; Moujaes E; Nsouli G; Tfayli A; Kourie HR.
Pharmacogenomics. 2022 Jun
A Survey on the Knowledge, Attitudes, and Practices of Lebanese Physicians Regarding Air Pollution. Assi H; Meouchy P; El
Mahmoud A; Massouh A; Bou Zerdan M; Alameh I; Chamseddine N; Kazarian H; Zeineddine S; Saliba NA; Noureddine S. Int J
Environ Res Public Health. 2022 Jun 28
Neurosurgical Experience of Beirut Blast in the Era of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) from a Tertiary Referral Center. Bsasat S; Moussalem C; Kawtharani S; El Houshiyemi MN; Halaoii A; Saba T; Najjar M; Assi H; Baajour J; El-Houcheimi I; Saad GA; Darwish H. World Neurosurg. 2022 Jun
MDACT: A New Principle of Adjunctive Cancer Treatment Using Combinations of Multiple Repurposed Drugs, with an Example Regimen. Kast RE; Alfieri A; Assi H; Burns TC; Elmamy AM; Gonzalez-Cao M; Karpel-Massler G; Marosi C; Salacz ME; Sardi I; Van Vlierberghe P; Zaghoul MS; Halatsch ME. Cancers (Basel). 2022 May 23
Primary Squamous Cell Carcinoma of the Liver: Case Report and Review of Literature. Fakhereddine O; Fadlallah Y; Turfa J; Hassan MA; Chamshedddine N; Assi H. Case Rep Oncol. 2022 May-Aug
Short-term outcomes following beyond total mesorectal excision and reconstruction using myocutaneous flaps: A retrospective cohort study. Assi H; Persson A; Palmquist I; Öberg M; Buchwald P; Lydrup ML. Eur J Surg Oncol. 2022 May
Bilateral Pseudoarthrosis: A Case Report of Complex Bilateral Total Knee Replacement for a Severe Hemophilia A Patient with Inhibitors. Assi H; Massé V; Saint-Yves H; Barry J; St-Louis J; Islier M. JBJS Case Connect. 2022 Mar 3
Descriptive epidemiology of soft tissue and bone sarcomas in Lebanon. Bou Zerdan M; Meouchy P; Abdul Halim N; Saghieh S; Sbalty E; Haidar R; Abbas J; Khalifeh MJ; Assi H. J Med Case Rep. 2022 Mar 19
Oxaliplatin-induced thrombotic microangiopathy: a case report. Saad R; Hannun A; Farhat F; Charafeddine M; Faraj W; Khalifeh MJ; Abou-Alfa GK; Shamseddine A. Int J Hematol. 2022 Jan
20-Year Steady Increase in Survival of Adult Patients with Relapsed Philadelphia-Positive Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia Post Allogeneic Hematopoietic Cell Transplantation. Bazarbachi A; Labopin M; Aljurf M; Niliutyuupio R; Balsat M; Blaise D; Yakoub-Agha I; Grassi A; Reinhardt HC; Lenhoff S; Jindra P; Passweg J; Abou Dalle I; Stadler M; Lioure B; Ceballos P; Brissot E; Giebel S; Nagler A; Schmid C; Mohly M. Clin Cancer Res. 2022 Mar 1
Editorial: NK/T-Cell Lymphoma: Biology, Prognostics, Prediction, and Treatment. El Cheikh J; Terro K; Sharrouf L; Mishra A; De Lima M. Front Oncol. 2022
Correction to: Immune checkpoint inhibitors and allogeneic transplant in lymphoid malignancies: a deceptive friend story. Farttoosi MA; El Cheikh J. Bone Marrow Transplant. 2022 Jun
Systemic antifungal strategies in allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell recipients hospitalized in french hematology units: a post-hoc analysis of the cross-sectional observational AFHEM study. Michallet M; El Cheikh J; Herbrecht R; Yakoub-Agha I; Caillot D; Gangneux JP. BMC Infect Dis. 2022 Apr 9
Neoadjuvant FOLFIRINOX in borderline resectable and locally advanced pancreatic adenocarcinoma. Temraz S; Nassar F; Hammoud MS; Mukherji D; O’Reilly EM; Dhour H; Farhat F; Charafeddine M; Faraj W; Khalifeh MJ; Abou-Alfa GK; Chamshedddine A. Asia Pac J Clin Oncol. 2022 Mar 31
18.Quality of life measures in Systemic Lupus Erythematosus: A systematic review. Radin M; El Hasbani G; Barinotti A; Roccatello D; Uthman I; Taher A; Sciascia S. Reumatismo. 2022 Feb 7
19.Risk of mortality from anemia and iron overload in nontransfusion-dependent β-thalassemia. Musallam KM; Vitrano A; Meloni A; Pollina SA; Karimi M; El-Beshlawy A; Hajjour M; Di Marco V; Ansari SH; Filosa A; Ricchi P; Ceci A; Daar S; Vlachaki E; Singer ST; Naserrullah ZA; Pepe A; Scondotto S; Dardanoni G; Bonifazi F; Sankaran VG; Vichinsky E; Taher AT; Maggio A; International Working Group on Thalassemia (IWG-THAL). Am J Hematol. 2022 Feb 1
20.Morbidity-free survival and hemoglobin level in non-transfusion-dependent β-thalassemia: a 10-year cohort study. Musallam KM; Cappellini MD; Daar S; Taher AT. Ann Hematol. 2022 Jan
21.Primary HBB gene mutation severity and long-term outcomes in a global cohort of β-thalassaemia. Musallam KM; Vitrano A; Meloni A; Addario Pollina S; Di Marco V; Hussain Ansari S; Filosa A; Ricchi P; Ceci A; Daar S; Vlachaki E; Singer ST; Naserrullah ZA; Pepe A; Scondotto S; Dardanoni G; Karimi M; El-Beshlawy A; Hajjour M; Bonifazi F; Vichinsky E; Taher AT; Sankaran VG; Maggio
A; International Working Group on Thalassemia (IWG-THAL). Br J Haematol. 2022 Jan
22. Psycho-oncology in the Arab world: The time is now. El Hayek S; Dakroub A; Beaini H; Salem H; Saliba AN; Ehlers SL; Bizri M; Taher A. Psychooncology. 2022 Jan.

24. Descriptive epidemiology of soft tissue and bone sarcomas in Lebanon. Bou Zerdan M; Meouchy P; Abdul Halim N; Saghihe S; Sbait E; Haidar R; Abbas J; Ibrahim A; Khalifeh M; Assi Hl. J Int Med Res. 2022 Mar
25. Role of circulating tumor DNA and circulating tumor cells in breast cancer: History and updates. Chedid J; Allam S; Chamseddine N; Bou Zerdan M; El Nakib C; Assi Hl. SAGE Open Med. 2022
26. Clinical Significance of Breast Cancer Molecular Subtypes and Ki67 Expression as a Predictive Value for Pathological Complete Response following Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy: Experience from a Tertiary Care Center in Lebanon. Atoui A; Bou Zerdan M; El Mahmoud A; Chamseddine N; Hamad L; Assi Hl. Int J Breast Cancer. 2022
27. Metabolic Syndrome: Updates on Pathophysiology and Management in 2021. Fahed G; Aoun L; Bou Zerdan M; Allam S; Bou Zerdan M; Bouferraa Y; Assi Hl. Int J Mol Sci. 2022 Jan 12
28. Drug-Induced Peripheral Neuropathy: Diagnosis and Management. Merheb D; Dib G; Zerdan MB; Nakib CE; Alame S; Assi Hl. Curr Cancer Drug Targets. 2022
29. Glioblastoma multiforme metastasizing to the skin, a case report and literature review. Nakib CE; Hajjar R; Zerdan MB; Darwish H; Zeidan Y; Alame S; Kassouf HK; Chamseddine N; Assi Hl. Radiol Case Rep. 2022 Jan
30. The Elephant in The Room: AML Relapse Post Allogeneic Hematopoietic Cell Transplantation. Abou Dalle I; Atoui A; Bazarbachi A. Front Oncol. 2021
31. Progress of Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation and Radiotherapy in the Treatment of Extranodal NK/T Cell Lymphoma. Terro K; Sharrouf I; El Cheikh J. Front Oncol. 2022
32. Hepatic granuloma mimicking recurrent lymphoma on 18F-FDG PET/CT in a patient with primary mediastinal diffuse large B-cell lymphoma. Akkawi AR; Ezeddine I; Chahinian R; Ershaid F; Merheb D; Mzeihem M; El-Cheikh J; Haidar M. Asia Ocean J Nucl Med Biol. 2022 Winter
33. Updated Overall Survival of Ribociclib plus Endocrine Therapy versus Endocrine Therapy Alone in Pre- and Perimenopausal Patients with HR+/HER2- Advanced Breast Cancer in MONALEESA-7: A Phase III Randomized Clinical Trial. Lu YS; Imam SA; Colleoni M; Franke F; Bardia A; Cardoso F; Harbeck N; Hurvitz S; Chow L; Sohn J; Lee KS; Campos-Gomez S; Villanueva Vazquez R; Jung KH; Babu KG; Wheatley-Price P; De Laurentis M; Im YH; Kuemmel S; El-Saghir N; O’Regan R; Gasch C; Solovieff N; Wang C; Wang Y; Chakravartty AJ; Ji Y; Tripathy D. Clin Cancer Res. 2022 Mar 1
34. Genetic Counseling, Screening and Risk-Reducing Surgery in Patients with Primary Breast Cancer and Germline BRCA Mutations: Unmet Needs in Low- and Middle-Income Countries. Moukadem HA; Al Masry A; Atwani RW; Kreidieh F; Khalil LE; Saroufim R; Daouk S; Dalle IA; El-Saghir NS. Eur J Breast Health. 2022 Jan
35. Inflammatory Bowel Disease: An Indication to Screen for Thrombophilia? Moukalled NM; Hashash JG; Taher AT. Diseases. 2022 Feb 23
37. A Non-Interventional Multicenter Study of First-Line Bevacizumab in Combination with Chemotherapy in Patients with Metastatic Colorectal Cancer in Lebanon. Temraz S; Nasr F; Kattan J; Abigerges D; Moukadem W; Farhat F; Maatouk L; Chahine G; Chamseddine A. Biologics. 2022